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SHOE IN
concrete installation &
finishing shoes

DESCRIPTION
Shoe-Ins…are simply the best way to work concrete
overlays when you have a large surface where you cannot
reach out far enough to smooth, apply and stamp the mix
properly. Built in shoe catcher on the large size (that is the
only size we carry) helps hold any size shoe or boot in place
so the one size we carry will pretty much fit all, with no straps,
laces or buckles needed.

Shoe-In Finishing Shoe (No Spike). Stone Edge Surfaces
No Spike Finishing Shoe-Ins disperses your weight more evenly
on a fresh and firm (not hard) concrete surface that is ready
to be carved. They are designed with a soft rubber flat bottom
to help eliminate heel and tread patterns that could damage
your stamped areas. Built in shoe catcher helps hold any size
shoe or boot in place so one size will fit all, with no straps,
laces or buckles needed. 1 Pair Large: (#FXTL136)

Shoe-In Spiked Shoes. Stone Edge Surfaces Spiked Shoe-Ins
have long spikes that allow the wearer to walk into the
concrete overlay mix and stay above and out of the overlay
itself (except for the spikes) as you apply and disperse the
concrete, with the holes made by the spikes being easily
closed or removed with a trowel or smoother. 1 Pair Large:
(#FXTL137)

MOST COMMON USES
Dispersing the wearers weight across the surface of the
still green overlay mix so as not to leave footprints or
marks. Spike Shoe In’s help the wearer apply, and
smooth, concrete overlay mix on larger area applications
where it is hard to reach from outside the application
area and walking into the mix itself is easier and needed.

PRODUCTS USED WITH:
• Stamp Mix
• Trowel Mix
• Spray Mix
• Self-Levelers
• Epoxy
• Pro Bond


